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Apple iPad iOS App Release Notes
Version 5.4.0 (21)

This iOS App release is a significant upgrade and works together with the new firmware and web-app
releases.  The settings screen consolidates the new features and features a completely revamped layout.

In the Visitor Log app, tap the Settings button top left, then enter your password.

User Configuration

Device Name
You can now give your iPads individual names that will display in the new Client Devices view under Setup in the Web App.

Client Display Name
Personalise your Registration view by setting the Client Display Name to your company name.
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Device Mode
Choose from Registration, Gateway or Manual Upload mode.

This was renamed from Enable Upload Mode on earlier versions.

Sounds
In Gateway mode, choose to be alerted by a chime when a card is connected and successfully uploaded.  Cards whose
batteries are running low generate a specific tone when uploaded (as well as showing a warning message on the Gateway
screen) to advise the cardholder to replace their card soon.  Choose between All Sounds, Low Battery Only or None (which
will suppress all sounds from the app).

Card Pickup Range
Set the slider to the appropriate value where a large negative value (eg. -80 dB) will increase the range that the iPad will
detect cards for automatic connection.  A small negative value (eg. -45 dB) will require the cards to be much closer to the
iPad before they are detected.

This was renamed from  RSSI Range on earlier versions.

Registration
There are now three Registration Modes:

Full
Full Registration Mode is the default mode.  It is used to capture personal information about the cardholder (Name, Phone
Number, Email, etc.).

Fast
Fast Registration Mode is used when no personal information should be recorded against a card.  In this mode the QR Code
of the card is used to identify the cardholder.  It allows for fast bulk registrations in situations where personal information is
not required.
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QR Pair
This mode shows two QR Code fields on the Registration screen.  One is for the card’s QR Code and one to store a QR
Coded identifier generated by you.  This is also for situations where personal information is not required.

Client QR Code Length
To support the QR Pair registration mode you can specify exactly how many characters your custom QR Code is.
The length entered into this setting will be used to validate the second QR Code.  Setting this value to zero allows
any length.  This helps limit issues caused by scanning a QR Code not intended for registration

Client QR Code Suffix Length
Use this value to specify that you only want to use a certain number of characters at the end of a QR Code as your
Client QR Code.  This is useful when your QR Code is also a URL, you can specify that only the last portion of the
URL is used to identify a cardholder.

Client QR Code for Visitors and Client QR Code for Permanent Staff
These two settings determine whether the Client QR Code is:

1. Mandatory
This means that you must provide a value for the Client QR Code.  Registration will not proceed
unless you do.

2. Optional
This means that the field is available but you can leave it empty if desired.

3. Disabled
This means that the field is visible, but it’s greyed out and not able to be completed.  This can be
used to provide consistency of the views between Visitor and Permanent Staff registrations.

4. Hidden
The field will not be shown at all.

Hibernate and Delayed Hibernation
Switching Hibernate on will put cards to sleep after they are registered, requiring the final cardholder to click the button on
the card after they take delivery of the card to wake it up and begin recording contacts with other cardholders.  This is
usually for bulk registrations. It prevents registered cards stored together recording contacts with other cards.

Switching Delayed Hibernation on keeps the card awake after registration for approximately 60 seconds (to allow for
confirmation by button click that the card is active, for example) before hibernating.  Switching Delayed Hibernation off will
hibernate the card immediately after registration, if Hibernate is on.
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Verify Check Out
Switch this option on to add a confirmation to the Check Out procedure to ensure that the correct card is being checked
out.  If this option is on you will be asked to scan the QR Code of the card prior to checking it out.  This QR Code is then
checked against the card when it is connected prior to check out to ensure it is the same card.  This is useful in busy
environments where there may be multiple iPads in close proximity to one another.

Check In and Out in Gateway Mode
Switching this option on will add Check In and Check Out buttons to the front screen when in Gateway mode.  This allows
for a Gateway to be used at a reception desk, for example as both a Gateway and to allow an operator to check visitors in
and out, without requiring a separate iPad in Registration Mode.
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Display
This new option determines how the card identification data is displayed in various parts of the app.  Currently card data is
displayed as First Name & Last Initial.  This new setting has the following options;

2. None

3. QR Code Full
The full 12 digit card QR code

4. QR Code Short
The last 6 digits of the card QR code

5. First Name
Only the First Name is displayed.  In the case of the new QR Pair Registration Mode, this is also the Client
QR Code.

6. Last Name
Only the last name field is used

7. First Name & Last Name
Both names separated by a space

8. First Name & Last Initial
First Name and the first character of the last name field, separated by a space

Manual Uploads Only
When in Gateway Mode, switching on this option will limit the Gateway to upload cards that have had their button clicked.
Cards triggered by a trigger beacon will be ignored.  Use this option when you want to process cards one by one.
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Set Time after Battery Replacement
After changing the replaceable battery in a beacon, the current time will be incorrect.  Tapping this option will connect to
the beacon and update its time.

Card Configuration
To support the latest version of firmware (v1.5.x) there are many new options for card configuration.  These settings are
applied to cards after they are Registered, Check In or Uploaded.

1. Include Contacts out to 8m
By default cards will detect a contact with another card out to approximately 4m.  Switching this option on will
increase that range to approximately 8m, however this will dramatically increase memory usage on the card and
record many more contacts.

2. Record Fleeting Contacts
By default a card will record a contact when it has been seen for a continuous two minute period.  Switching this
option on will reduce that to approximately 30 seconds to a minute, depending on your configuration.  The
options below this setting (less than 1m, less than 2m, less than 4m and less than 8m) refer to the minimum
distance another card must be away before it is recorded as a Fleeting Contact.

3. Fast Scan
This option should not be changed unless you have been advised to by Contact Harald.  Enabling Fast Scan on
non-accelerometer cards will dramatically reduce battery life.
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Reset Card to Factory Default
Tap this option, connect to the card, follow the prompts and the card will have its data and identifier cleared and be
available for registration.  Only use this option if a if it is advised to do so by Contact Harald.  This functionality is only
available for cards with firmware 1.2.30 or greater.

Other changes to the iOS App
Technical details of other changes and updates to the app:

Store and Forward has been added to Auto Upload
After retrieving the logs from a card the app now saves them locally on the device.  Once the device confirms that the logs
have been saved, the card is cleared and released.  The device then sends the logs to the server, without having to hold the
card connected whilst it does so.  Any logs on the device that cannot be sent immediately (due to a network outage, for
example) are retried when the network conditions return to nominal.  Small design changes have been made to the Recent
Uploads view to indicate that the logs have been sent to the server (a green tick).  This feature speeds up the uploading
operation, allowing the card to disconnect prior to the upload to the server.

● Manual Upload now shows the cardholders details depending on the Name Display Style
Previously, Manual Upload mode did not show the cardholder’s data when uploading.  Now it does.

● Device Identification support (technical information)
To support the new Client Devices view in the Web App, some additional information is sent with every call to the
server from the app.

Unique Device ID
This is a globally unique ID generated by the app that identifies the current device.  This ID persists for
the lifetime of the app on the device.

Device Name
This is the name given by the user to the device, it is either the Device Name outlined above or the iPad
name if the Device Name has not been set.

Current Device Mode
This is a simple string that will be either Registration or Gateway, depending on which mode the device
is operating in.

APNS Device Token
This is a unique ID for Contact Harald internal use.

Device Model
The model of the device.

App Version
The current version of the app on the device

OS Version
The version of iOS running on the iPad
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● Hibernation Mode Indicator
When Hibernate after Registration is switched on, a red Hibernation Mode is ON message is displayed on the
front screen when the device is in Registration mode.

● Registration Improvements
When registering a card, improvements have been made to the registration flow and server messaging.  This
results in fewer error messages at registration time (for example, if a server message is delayed).

● Changed some DFU Shipbook logs from Error to Info
Some of the information logs generated during the DFU process were incorrectly flagged as errors in Shipbook
when they should have been flagged as Info.

● Various Text Changes
Corrected some misspellings in the on-screen messages.  Also changed all instances of Press or Push to Click
when talking about clicking the card button.

How to get 5.4.0 (21)

This release is currently available on the Public B2B App Store.  Please see the ‘Customer upgrade process’ document for
further information.
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